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The license packs are developed based on the Synology surveillance device software. The license packs are designed with the goal to add new features
to the existing surveillance software for further expanding the functionalities. The license packs cover two categories of package types: 1. **X5M-

LicensePack**: This package supports two X5M series modules and provides the ability to manage the cameras in  and out of the detection zones. 2.
**C10-LicensePack**: This package supports C10 series modules, providing the ability to manage the cameras in  and out of the detection zones, as
well as the modules in the detection zones. There are two license packs available in the market: 1. **Synology Surveillance Device License Pack**

(**SSDLP**): This package is available for Synology Surveillance Device, which is a cost effective solution, aimed at providing basic surveillance  in
and out of the detection zones, detection sensitivity, and configuration of alarm. 2. **Synology Security Device License Pack** (**SSDLP**): This

package is available for Synology Surveillance Device, which provides more advanced surveillance solutions, including a more flexible detection zone
configuration and the ability to support multiple detection zones. It also provides the ability to monitor  and out of the detection zones, and provides

greater configuration control of alarm. The advantage of SSDLP over X5M-LicensePack and C10-LicensePack is that it provides the ability to
manage  and out of the detection zones. For example, it can be used to monitor  or out of the detection zones. Thus, it is easier to manage the areas of

cameras and it reduces the maintenance cost. The features of SSDLP can be found in Figure \[fig:Synology\_SSDLP\_Features\] ![Synology
Surveillance Device license pack features[]{data-label="fig:Synology_SSDLP_Features"}](Figures/Synology_SSDLP_Features.png){width="4.5in"}

Proteus Development Studio {#sec:Proteus_DevStudio} -------------------------- Proteus Development Studio (**PDS**) is an open source, cross-
platform automation development platform that includes web-based and mobile-enabled automation solutions. These solutions can be used for the

development of the home, office, hotel, and enterprise-level automation solutions

Synology NAS automatically boots into the firmware and database that was recently accessed without an Internet connection. Use your Synology NAS
for more than just... We only have one hard drive, so when we need to set up a backup, we can just plug it into an external hard drive. We tried running

sbin/dpkg to remove the Synology package, but that didn't work as Synology couldn't find the package we installed when we changed the .syn file to
follow the update. We tried to remove it using Synology NAS Manager We currently have Synology RS11 and RS4HDR. fffad4f19a
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